Introducing the Waters™ Academy-Clinical

The Waters Academy-Clinical is a modern educational platform for clinical and forensic customers. The Waters Academy-Clinical helps you with onboarding, training, and continued employee education on your Waters LC-MS/MS system solutions. Waters experts on LC-MS/MS, clinical diagnostics, and forensics have curated courses so you can increase your testing capabilities to provide better care.
The Waters Academy is designed to give customers the flexibility they need to ensure their employees are properly trained on Waters instrumentation and software to boost laboratory productivity and efficiencies.

- The modern education platform for all clinical and forensic customers that allows you to track and customize your learning journey in a personalized dashboard.

- Learning paths help you explore sets of courses for a tailored learning experience. Topics include hardware, software, troubleshooting, how-to courses and webinars.

- Review your learning journey at anytime, and join upcoming events.

Experience relevant courses at your own pace.

Speak to a Sales Specialist and request your quote here.